
Wagga Wagga City Council – Don’t dump, it’s Dumb 

(1) 

The Don’t Dump, it’s Dumb campaign was initiated in 2016 in response to the ongoing 

problem of dumping of household waste, furniture, whitegoods and green waste on 

roadsides in the vicinity of Gregadoo Waste Management Centre. 

 (2-5) 

The proposed campaign was successful in attracting grant funding of $123,870 from the 

NSW Environment Protection Agency ‘Waste less, Recycle more’ programme for the 

2016/17 financial year and included components of: 

 Education and awareness 

 Prevention 

 Detection 

 Enforcement 

 Cleanup 

(6) 

GWMC is the primary waste management facility for the City of Wagga Wagga, located 

around 10 kilometres south of the city centre in a rural area and nearby to rural 

residential properties. It is surrounded by a network of low use gravel roads. 

The campaign later received an approved variation to include Willan’s Hill, a reserve in 

the centre of the city. 

In the 2015-16 financial year Wagga Wagga City Council spent $183000 on collection 

and disposal of dumped rubbish. Anecdotally the roads surrounding Gregadoo WMC 

were renowned for rubbish dumping, however recorded base data was flimsy. An 

objective of the project was achieving greater use of the NSW EPA RIDonline database 

to report and record incidents of dumping, accurate locations, and cleanup and 

regulatory actions.  

The RIDonline tool is now integrated into WWCC’s ongoing dumped rubbish 

management efforts, for both public and internal staff reporting.  

  



Education and awareness 

Comprehensive awareness program complete with two 15-second television 

commercials, distribution of report-an-incident postcards and educational posters 

Flyers to Real Estate Agents to provide with entry and exit packages for tenants. 

Media campaign (include TV advert and media reach) 

Some research on rubbish dumping suggested that there is no typical dumper however 

males aged 35-45 may be more represented. The greatest deterrent may not be risk of 

discovery and a fine, but rather reaction of partners including spouses and friends when 

detected. This motivated the elements of the TV advertising. 

 (advert video) 

Radio advertising, social media, posts and reach  

(8) 

Signs were erected in the area to advise people of the offence of dumping and fines that 

may be applied; also how to report instances of dumping; and that surveillance was 

being conducted.  

(9) 

Prevention 

Bollards 

(10) 

Bollards were installed in a high use dumping area on Ashfords Lane where there had 

been around 12 dumping incidents in the previous 12 months. This was reduced to 

zero.  This is not conclusive in having prevented dumping however may have directed 

behaviour of potential dumpers. 

Free Mattress Day 

 (11)  

Free drop off at GWMC and transfer stations in outlying villages for the disposal of 

mattresses was provided on 22 and 23 October which resulted in 233 households 

disposing of mattresses which were then sent for recycling.  

(12) 



Detection 

Cameras in the public place and how Councils may use them for surveillance and 

enforcement is an area where we need to develop greater expertise, however this was 

an opportunity to trial some surveillance devices. We discovered several basics that 

should be acknowledged and understood. 

Type, location, photo sequencing, direction, security 

(13) 

As part of the project cameras were located in the project area, battery and SD card 

changes were scheduled, we managed to take plenty of photo’s of cars, trucks, joggers 

and dog walkers, but nothing that led to information about rubbish dumping.  

Trail type cameras are more difficult to secure that we thought, and attracted some 

unwanted attention.  

(14) 

Enforcement 

Penalty Notices were few during the period of the initial ‘Don’t Dump, It’s Dumb’ 

campaign, however have increased substantially in the period following with 

involvement of Council staff including Rangers and Compliance Officers, several 

offenders were encouraged to undertake cleanup without formal enforcement being 

required. 

 

Cleanup 

Where an offender cannot be identified Council will attempt to clean up as soon as 

possible. This continues to consume the largest proportion of Council and grant fund 

resources. 

  



RIDonline 

RIDonline now a valuable tool in advising Council about the incidence, location and type 

of dumping. 

It also records land tenure, regulatory and cleanup outcomes, and allows Council to 

analyse data. For example, we can look at trends in reporting, such as increased public 

use. 

2016/2017 397 records 152 Public reports 

2017/2018 445 records 304 Public reports 

(15,16) 

It took some effort to integrate RIDonline with Council’ssystem for customer requests, 

but was worthwhile for the additional information captured and the  

Outcomes 

(17) 

The funding and RIDonline has enabled us to really start addressing illegal dumping, 

which had previously just been dealt with on an ad hoc approach with no real strategy 

behind it. 

Increase in awareness, resulting in an increase in reporting. 

More accurate, timely, interpretable information that can inform future programmes. 

Infrastructure in place to inform public and influence change. 

Elimination of dumping in one hot spot, significant reduction in another. 

Council staff in Customer Service, Roads, Parks, Ranger Services familiar with and 

using RIDonline. 

Funding for a continued ‘Don’t Dump it’s Dumb’ campaign has been secured, 

addressing kerbside dumping in residential areas. 

The programme was recognised by Local Government NSW in their 2016/17 

Excellence in the Environment Awards, for ‘behaviour change in waste’.  

(18) 

 


